User report
Studio 2803, metropolitan Paris, France
In the spotlight: an ambitious small company with high quality standards that has successfully grown
and increased productivity with swissQprint – not least thanks to the scalability of the Impala 2 large
format printer.
man’s heart beating in my breast,” he grins,
“and that fluttered at the thought of
financial viability.” By the end of his Fespa
visit, there was a shortlist of five printers
on which he would later run demanding
tests under production conditions.
Configurations and print resolutions were
easily comparable statistics. Practical
handling was the unknown, and this was
where Impala 2 quickly stood out.

List prices and follow-on costs
“I created complex spreadsheets,” Branger
says. His detailed analysis compared not
only the purchase price but also follow-on
costs and other important factors:
maintenance, scalability, cost of possible
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A change of course in production
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Doubled productivity
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Indeed, Studio 2803 had this upgrade in
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Finding solutions

“Finding solutions is our working life, and

delivery of the 3500 acrylic panels

Studio 2803 continues to grow. In retro-
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ordered. “Everything went without a hitch,”
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output – after the upgrade, everything else

all the initial misgivings and risks. “I love
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worked just as before.

my job,” he says, “as a printer but also as
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As part of the doubling-up, Studio 2803
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